No distance between disabled people and rehabilitation engineer in high-tech era
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Abstract
Traditional face to face diagnosis and treatment model has existed for thousands of years between doctors and patients. But now high technologies have brought people great convenience in many fields. When the disabled people concerned, many technologies such as internet, remote sensing, signal processing, Virtual Reality and so on, are already playing an important role in rehabilitation engineering. This paper introduces these emergency new technologies associated with the disabled people and engineers in recent years, which can eliminate the psychological and space distance between disabled people and rehabilitation engineer in high-tech era.

Introduction
The rehabilitation strategies are needed to optimize function and reduce disability of disabled people. Many public plans are developed in some countries [1]. And now lots of specialized institutions for the rehabilitation of disabled people have been established [2]. The disabled people is widely distributed [3], so many scholars are committed to provide a rehabilitation approach to them [4]. Remote rehabilitation is a combination of rehabilitation medicine, computer technology, internet technology, sensor technology, information processing technology, etc., it is a new rehabilitation resources with a new concept of rehabilitation, which can provide space for the further development of rehabilitation engineering technology [5]. Based on the realization of cross-regional rehabilitation services, remote rehabilitation is the integrated use of communication technology, remote sensing technology, remote control technology. Remote rehabilitation allows people to achieve rehabilitation cross the geographical area via the information exchange. The value of remote rehabilitation is also reflected in the fact that it can optimize the configuration of manpower and materials. In fact, for individuals with disabilities, rehabilitation affected by many factors such as their family, their mood, social environment [6], especially today’s high technologies.

Rehabilitation engineers can hear the voice of distant people through the microphone and touch the distant people via embedded artificial sensors into skin to get the signal such as the surface temperature, moisture distribution of disabled people [7]. Rehabilitation engineers can also operate medical and rehabilitation equipment by the remote control system [8]. With the aid of a remote rehabilitation system, information interaction between rehabilitation engineers and disabled people can be more flexible, efficient and convenient [9]. In addition, other technologies, such as wearable technology [10], gait analysis technology [11], synchronous audio-visual technology [12] and so on have been already implicated in the field of remote rehabilitation engineering. In the following paper, several important high technologies for remote rehabilitation will be systematically analyzed via contacting the traditional rehabilitation engineering.

Remote collecting, processing and transmission of physiological signals
Acquisition, processing and transmission of physiological signals including visual data, tactile data, sound data, and so on, is the core issue of the remote rehabilitation system. There are some new technologies appear in this area such as the sensor-engineered glove (SEG), which is proved to be an automated, non-invasive, quick, and easy technique for evaluating for many disabilities, is already used in the practice of the remote rehabilitation [13]. Take another example, a wheelchair for people with disabilities must be a suitable seat according the user’s buttocks pressure distribution. So, remote rehabilitation data usually include 2D, 3D and multidimensional, collecting, processing and transmission of these data need new medical robots [14]. All these data are the basis for the designing of wheelchair as it is necessary to combine the moving images, the current physiological function of the disabled people, and the situation of nursing staff, and the environment for wheelchair use [15].

Micro electro-mechanical system is an automated and intelligent micro-system that combines with microelectronic signal processing and control circuits. Micro electro-mechanical system has many privileges including small size, low energy consumption, and so on. It is already used in the rehabilitation engineering such as transform surgical instruments into intelligent surgical instruments, drug injection system, and so on. The uses of micro electro-mechanical system made intelligent surgical instruments reduce the risk and time of surgery, shorten the patient’s recovery time and reduce the cost of treatment [16].
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Rehabilitation team members including rehabilitation physicians, physiotherapists, occupational therapists, prosthetics and orthopedic equipment, auxiliary equipment manufacturers, etc., all form a complete remote rehabilitation team. All team members need the physiological function data of the disabled people [17]. So some new data processing methods have been put forward, such as neuro-fuzzy approach is very important for real-time trajectory generation for robotic rehabilitation [18], hybrid data fusion technology is used in patient evaluation for their robot-assisted passive and active lower limb rehabilitation [19].

Two-dimensional, three-dimensional even the multidimensional data are commonly, there are some new technologies put forward for designing, maintenance and processing of these data, such as cloud computing and cloud storage [20], wireless sensor networks [21], and so on. All above technologies mentioned are playing an important role in remote rehabilitation, and these technologies combined with the rehabilitation engineer can be summarized as in Figure 1.

Remote rehabilitation services and virtual reality training

The development of electronic communication technology enables the remote rehabilitation system to provide a series of related rehabilitation services for disabled people. To date, remote technology has been used in related rehabilitation areas such as functional assessment, management of rehabilitation programs, selection of caregivers and remote counseling, etc, for the disabled people [22,23]. Remote rehabilitation has brought great benefits, especially in the field of long-distance health care. Long- distance health care provides the possibility of access to health care for disabled people in remote areas, allowing their family members to take care of them [24]. Most of the remote rehabilitation systems are visualized and made up of webcams, remote video conferencing, video telephony, networks, and web pages that can carry rich information [25].

Virtual Reality technology uses a computer system to create an experience virtual world. It provides a real-time simulation of the entity object changes through the helmet-mounted display, data gloves and other auxiliary sensing equipment to provide users with an observation on interactive three-dimensional interface. In this situation, users can directly participate in the system and explore the simulation object in the environment [26]. For the remote rehabilitation system, the virtual reality technology will make the rehabilitation training more efficiency, more scientific and interesting, making the training time funny, and the training effect is more significant [27]. The development of virtual reality technology makes the interaction between man and machine become reality. A special person-machine interface allows the disabled person to successfully manipulate the computer or control related equipment to achieve self-care [28]. Combined with the development of communication technology, the development of rehabilitation and auxiliary engineering technology, the whole system enable the disabled people can be treated at home [29].

In addition, automatic control technology is also widely used in the field of remote rehabilitation engineering. Robust control of a hip–joint rehabilitation robot enables the patients with lower limb disability get the rehabilitation training via using the apparatus [30]. Artificial muscles could be used in the rehabilitation system for disabled people for providing their strength for training [31]. Famous 3D printing provides an efficient way for remote digitally manufacturing auxiliary technology [32]. All these new technologies eliminate the distance between the disabled people and the rehabilitation engineers.

Conclusion

The ultimate goal of remote rehabilitation is to make physically handicapped patients as much as possible to restore their independent and normal life via kinds of remote rehabilitation systems. With the applications of telemedicine technology from the initial high-tech field to the community and the family, home-based remote rehabilitation system has become a new trend in the development of rehabilitation technology in the future, which will make it more convenient for disabled people to get rehabilitation services, rehabilitation treatment. The rapid development of communications, computers, medical technology and human relentless efforts will eliminate the distance between the disabled people and the rehabilitation engineers, and enable disabled people to get corresponding rehabilitation services in any time and at any place.
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